
the applied modulator bias (the bias increases towards the left)
and the vertical axis is the polarisation-resolved output power.
The modulator is driven at 500 Hz with a sawtooth waveform
(800 Vpp). Figs. 3a and b show the TE and TM modes, respec-
tively. In the case that the bias voltage is small, the TE mode
is dominant and all the output power is TE-polarised. Further
increase of the bias voltage causes the loss in the TE cavity to
increase and results in a transition from the TE to the TM
polarisation. The transition is sharp and clean.

8295A

8271A

Fig. 3 Polarisation-resolved optical output power (vertical axis) against
modulator bias voltage (horizontal axis)

Modulator bias voltage increases towards the left. Optical spectra
are also shown

A remarkable feature of this polarisation switching is the
improvement in the temporal coherence of the two states.
Optical spectra corresponding to the points indicated as A
and B are also shown in Fig. 3. Single-longitudinal-mode
oscillation with a side-mode suppression ratio of 30 dB was
measured by the monochromator and no external-cavity side
modes are observed in the scanning Fabry-Perot interfero-
meter display. It is to be noted that these single-frequency
oscillations are very stable because strong optical feedback is

utilised, and the linewidth is expected to be in the order of
10 kHz.7

To the best of our knowledge, polarisation switching in
semiconductor lasers reported so far has always displayed
multilongitudinal-mode oscillation with correspondingly low
temporal coherence.4'5 A polarisation-selective external-cavity
laser is an effective way to have TE to TM switching with a
high degree of temporal coherence. It should be noted that
polarisation bistability has been observed in this configu-
ration,! but the conditions for switching between single modes
and bistability are different and will be reported elsewhere.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated single-frequency pol-
arisation switching in an external-cavity semiconductor laser.
A novel T-shaped polarisation-selective external-cavity laser
with an intracavity electro-optic modulator allows electrically
controlled switching between the TE and TM modes. The
temporal coherence properties are greatly improved over
other schemes of polarisation switching.

T. FUJITA* 16th June 1987
A. SCHREMER
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School of Electrical Engineering
Cornell University
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FERRITE TUNABLE METAL INSERT FILTER

Indexing terms: Microwave devices and components, Wave-
guide components, Ferrite devices, Microwave filters

A novel type of magnetically tunable waveguide filter is pre-
sented which is highly appropriate for £-plane integrated
circuit applications. The design theory, which is based on the
field expansion into normalised eigenmodes and the modal
S-matrix description of the discontinuities, includes both
higher-order mode interaction and finite thickness of the
£-plane metal, as well as of the lateral ferrite inserts. Opti-
mised design data for two- and three-resonator-type filters
are given for midband frequencies of about 15-3-15-4GHz
and 14-1—14-8 GHz. The theory is verified by measurements.

Introduction: Magnetically tunable bandpass filters1 3 are of
considerable importance, for example for use as receiver pre-
selectors. Well known techniques include ferrimagnetic YIG1

resonators or ferrite-slab-loaded evanescent-mode waveguide
filters.2-3 This letter introduces a new type of magnetically
tunable filter (Fig. 1) which is based on £-plane metal-insert
structures4"6 with lateral ferrite slabs in the waveguide sec-

tions; the centre frequency is controlled by the DC magnetic
field. The design combines the advantages inherent in the
single components: the low-cost, low-loss metal-etching fabri-
cation techniques applicable for the metal inserts, and the
power-handling capability of the lateral ferrite slab structure.
Moreover, the filter type is highly appropriate for millimetre-
wave integrated circuit designs.

Theory: The method for the computer optimisation for the
magnetically tunable filters, which is based on field expansion
into normalised incident and scattered waves,6'7 meets the
requirement of taking into account the higher-order mode
coupling effects at all discontinuities, and yields directly the
overall scattering matrix along the filter structure. The struc-
ture is decomposed into two key building block discontin-
uities: waveguide-to-waveguide with lateral ferrite slabs, and
waveguide-to-waveguide separated by the metal insert with
additional lateral ferrite slabs (Fig. 1). Combination with the
known scattering matrices of the corresponding intermediate
homogeneous waveguide sections yields the total scattering
matrix of the filter element. The overall scattering matrix of
the total filter is calculated by a suitable direct combination of
all single modal scattering matrices,6-71011 the lengths of the
intermediate homogeneous rectangular waveguide sections
being reduced to zero if ferrite slab-loaded structures are
joined together directly.
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The field

V x H =jcoeE

V x E = - ;

V . « £ > £ ) = 0

V . £ = 0 (1)

in the homogeneous subregions (Fig. 1) is derived from suit-
ably defined electric and magnetic field components, e.g. ex 2 •
ey and hl<2 ex respectively, which may be expressed as a sum
of TV eigenmodes6'7 satisfying the vector Helmholtz equation
and the boundary conditions at the metallic sidewalls. For
example, for 1 (I) and 2 (II), the lower and upper regions
separated by the metal insert (Fig. 1) of finite thickness d — c,
respectively, the relations are

E\n sin (kl
Fn(x)) x e (0, w)

E\n sin (kl
Ln(c - x)) x e (w, c)

£?„ sin (kli,(x - d)) x e (d; a - w)

El\n sin (kFn(a - x)) x e (a - w, a)

(2a)

Jin E\n sin (kFn(x))

cos (kFn(x))

^ s - E\n sin (k[n(c - x))

(Ofi0

x e (0, w)

x e (w, c)

(2b)

x e (d, a — w)

sin (/c^n(a - x))

cos (kFn(a - x)) x e (a — w, a)

where kF and feL are the wavenumbers in the related ferrite-
filled or empty regions, and a z-dependence of exp (— yn z) is
understood. For a DC magnetic field in the y-direction the
permeability tensor takes the form given in References 9 and

"DC

z=0

Fig. 1 Metal insert filter with additional lateral ferrite slabs of width w
for magnetic tuning of midband frequency by alternating magnetic DC
field strength H^

10. The propagation factors yn are determined numerically via
field matching1011 along the ferrite slab boundaries.

For calculating the modal scattering matrix S of the step
discontinuities, the related biorthogonality relations8 for
anisotropic structures have to be taken into account. Match-
ing of the transversal field components yields the relation
between the still unknown amplitude coefficients through

(B) = (SKA) (3)

with the wave amplitude vectors A and B of the incident and
reflected waves, respectively.

For computer optimisation67'9 the expansion into 10 eigen-
modes at each discontinuity has turned out to yield sufficient
convergence behaviour. The final design data are proven
through an expansion into 30 eigenmodes.

Fig. 2 Filter response of a two-resonator metal insert filter with lateral
ferrite TTVG-1200 slabs of width w = 0-5 mm, at two different DC field
strengths

Filter dimensions a = 15799mm, b = a/2, /x = / s = 3-263mm,
/2 = /4 = 8-914 mm, /3 = 8-578 mm, metal insert thickness
t = 019mm; length of ferrite slab / = 37-5mm
DC field strengths: Hl = 0, H2 = 1-72 x 105 A/m

60

f.GHz

Fig. 3 Filter response of a three-resonator metal insert filter with lateral
ferrite RF-8 slabs of width = / mm, at two different DC field strengths

Filter dimensions: a = 15-799mm, b = a/2, lx = /7 = 3-590mm,
I2 = l6 = 8-916 mm, I3 = l5= 9-417 mm, /4 = 8-921 mm, metal
insert thickness t = 019 mm
DC field strengths: Ht = 0, H2 = 8 x 104 A/m
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Results: A computer-optimised, two-resonator, magnetically
tunable, metal insert filter with lateral ferrite TTVG-1200
slabs of width 0-5 mm has been chosen for a first design
example (Fig. 2). The tuning bandwidth of the filter may be
improved by introducing lateral ferrite slabs of increased
width (see Fig. 3), where the result of an optimised three-
resonator Ku-band filter is indicated, with lateral ferrite RF-8
slabs of width w = 1 mm. As all relevant parameters are
included in the design theory, the measured filter character-
istic agrees well with the theoretically predicted values (Fig. 2).
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IMPROVED SCHEDULING OF TRAFFIC FOR
A HIGH-SPEED SLOTTED RING

Indexing terms: Telecommunications, Communications net-
works

We describe a new scheduling protocol, designed to work
efficiently at very high speeds over large distances and adapt-
able to support arbitrary mixtures of different types of traffic.
While the concept may be applied to different types of LANs
and MANs, we explore it here in the context of a slotted ring
with packet reuse.

Introduction: The cost of high-capacity fibre-optic communi-
cations systems and the cost of ever more complex VLSI chips
will continue their steady fall, at least for the next few years.
The resulting availability of cheap communications and pro-
cessing provides a stimulus to explore viable alternatives to
today's communications architectures. The application of
optical communications to long-distance transmission where

large traffic cross-sections are common is obvious and pro-
ceeding apace. Within local distribution, however, the chal-
lenge is to find ways of cost-effectively sharing the very large
capacitances among many users (so-called multiple-access
communications), so as to spread the cost of a system over a
group of users. There have been many interesting proposals to
do this, among them Fasnet,1 Magnet,2 FDDI3 and Orwell.4

Each differs in the precise way in which they schedule traffic
for transmission on the medium. All of them exercise control,
and obtain fairness by operating in cycles. Cycles are frequent-
ly separated by an intercycle gap equal to the round-trip pro-
pagation time of the medium. This intercycle gap is used to
establish that all stations have had an opportunity to transmit
in a given cycle and cause the start of a new cycle.

We describe here a new protocol called load-controlled
scheduling of traffic, or LOCOST for short. The concept is
particularly simple and may be applied to virtually any type
of network. The first application was to a network configu-
ration of the Fasnet type.f Here we describe our simulation
results of applying LOCOST to a slotted ring with destination
release of the token, i.e. similar to Orwell.4 We compare the
performance of LOCOST with Orwell.

Table 1 SUMMARY OF CONTROL ALGORITHM
APPLIED INDEPENDENTLY AT EACH
STATION

(a) Count busy packets on line over period P:

count = Y

(b) Calculate gain factor from value of Y:

9 =f(Y)

(c) Calculate packet allowance X:

for the ith period

(d) Incorporate decay factor a:

Xt = a(X,. - X,) + Xt

to provide convergence of AT, at each station

Description of LOCOST: A station wishing to transmit
packets measures the traffic on the ring for a given period, say
200 slots. By comparing this measurement Y with the desired
number of packets Yt in the period, the station determines
how many packets it may send during the next measurement
period. This packet allowance Xt for the ith period is based on
the allowance used in the previous period A";_i- The control
algorithm is summarised in Table 1 and Fig. 1.

V 2
'a

JCX1

[3857T1

Fig. 1 Example gain function g =f(Y) using three thresholds Tlf T2 and
T3, where Y,, the target value of Y, is set equal to T2

Application to a slotted ring: We assume an optical ring oper-
ating at 1 Gbit/s, with 1000 bit slots, of length of 10 km. These
figures imply that each slot is 1 /is long and that approx-
imately 50 slots will be travelling around the ring. We present

t LIMB, J. o.: 'Load controlled scheduling of traffic for high-speed
LANs and MANs', submitted to IEEE Trans., COM
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